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The noise conditions proposed by DPE are contrary to recent WHO wind farm noise guidelines, which 

are based on empirical research of wind farm noise-effect relationships.  The WHO research indicates 

the DPE recommendations will lead to material harm to health of community members.  DPE has no 

empirical research on noise-effect relationships to substantiate its recommendations.  In addition, 

the DPE noise prediction and monitoring processes are demonstrably defective.  The IPC needs to set 

explicit night-time noise limits for the wind farm and require night-time data sets for background 

noise and compliance monitoring distinct from day and evening.  The multiple defects in the process 

used to ensure compliance need to be corrected, including conditions which ensure no financial or 

other conflicts of interest on the part of those involved in noise compliance monitoring.  There are a 

set of questions which the Commissioners need to ask DPE in order to confirm for themselves, or 

refute, the defects described in this submission.  Those questions are highlighted in colour and the 

DPE responses should be published on the IPC web site for the community to see. 
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Noise Assessment 

 

The DPE recommendations in relation to noise conditions and monitoring are fundamentally 

defective in a way that will impose harm to the health of members of the community.  Recent 

WHO guidelines, together with examination of DPE/EPA practices over recent years warrant 

much more stringent conditions about allowable noise and its monitoring for the wind farm. 

 

The DPE noise guidelines are contrary to the WHO guidelines1 and to the empirical research 

upon which the WHO relied and will allow noise levels which exceed what WHO has 

recommended, particularly at night time causing serious sleep disturbance. 

 

In fact, the residual level of harm which occurs from wind farm noise under the WHO 

guidelines is inappropriate and should not be accepted in NSW since there is an alternative, 

economically viable, source of renewable energy (solar) which does not have the same 

harmful consequences. 

 

Wind farm noise is highly variable, over both short and longer time periods.  It is also poorly 

predictable over local geographic areas.  That invalidates the noise modelling which has been 

done and invalidates the DPE/EPA proposals for determining noise compliance. 

 

In addition, it has been common practice for DPE/EPA to allow compliance assessment to be 

done by acousticians who have a financial interest in finding that a wind farm is noise 

compliant.  Often the company used to make that determination is the one which produced the 

noise section of the EIS which claimed that the wind farm would be noise compliant. 

 

 

Implications for NSW noise limits from WHO Noise Guidelines 

 

Government noise limits are imposed to protect the health of people exposed to the noise.  

There is common acceptance, based on widespread community experience as well as 

research, that excessive noise is harmful to health, at least through the stress of annoyance and 

through sleep disruption.  The critical issue is “what is the extent of noise which is 

excessive?”. 

 

NSW wind farm noise guidelines are based on unsubstantiated theories about what form and 

level of wind farm noise will be harmful to health and to what degree.  In contrast, the WHO 

environmental noise guidelines are based on empirical research showing dose-effect 

relationships between noise from particular sources and annoyance and sleep disturbance.  

That empirical research supersedes unsubstantiated theories and should determine actions by 

government agencies. 

 

The WHO has set its guidelines in terms of two periods:  night and the 24 hour cycle (which it 

refers to as day-evening-night [den, for short]).  The WHO’s night-time limits are set based on 

the substantiated relationship which empirical research shows between noise levels from 

specific sources and sleep disturbance. 

 

Note.  The WHO has stated that there are significant, material differences in the character of 

noise from various sources and those differences may affect the impact on people.  For that 

                                                 
1 See Understanding the WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines, Dr Michael Crawford, 19 November 2018 

(attached). 
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reason the WHO set individual guidelines for identified sources of noise, including wind 

farms. 

 

The den limits are set based on the substantiated relationship between 24 hour noise and 

annoyance.  Importantly, the den measure used by WHO has a 5dB penalty for evening noise 

and 10dB for night noise (so, for instance, a 35dB night noise level has the same weight as 

45dB day noise level). 

 

The WHO found relevant research for the relationship between night noise and sleep 

disturbance for road, rail and aircraft noise.  For the first two, the levels of night noise which 

produced what WHO considered acceptable amounts of sleep disturbance were about 10dB 

below the den levels that produced acceptable amounts of annoyance.  For aircraft noise the 

research indicated the difference was at least 10dB and possibly substantially more.  The 

research on those three sources all indicate that the night noise level that produces an 

“acceptable” level of sleep disturbance is about 10dB (and more for aircraft) lower than the 

level which produces an “acceptable” den level of annoyance.  That is consistent with the den 

measure itself including a 10dB penalty for night noise. 

 

It consequently follows that an appropriate night noise limit for wind farm noise is 10dB 

below the den level producing an “acceptable” level of annoyance.  It is certainly a reasonable 

precautionary limit to apply.  That gives a limit of 35dB LAeq. 

 

In addition, when environmental noise is simultaneously measured with the LAeq and LA90 

metrics, it is normally recorded as 2dB higher with the LAeq metric compared with the LA90 

metric.  Consequently a limit of 35dB LAeq is approximately equal to a 33dB LA90 limit. 

 

NSW wind farm noise guidelines generally set a limit of “the higher of 35 dB(A) or the 

existing background noise level (LA90 (10-minute)) plus 5 dB(A)”.  On the basis of the WHO 

guidelines, that limit for night noise should be a 33dB LA90.   

 

Further, the WHO guidelines contain no adjustment for changes in background noise due to 

wind speed (obviously the wind turbine noise research upon which the WHO has drawn 

involved windy conditions).  For night time noise the WHO evidence indicates a flat limit of 

35dB LAeq or 33dB LA90. 

 

The wind farm guidelines produced by NSW DPE do not contain explicit limits for night-time 

noise and the WHO guidelines, for all forms of environmental noise, clearly establish that 

there should be a separate, lower, limit for night than for den. 

 

The Draft NSW Wind Farm Guidelines, published in December 2011, said: 

“The noise criteria must be established on the basis of separate daytime (7am to 

10pm) and night-time (10pm to 7am) periods.” 2 

 

So in 2011, the Department knew that explicit night-time limits were required.  By 2016 that 

had been eliminated.  And in 2018 the WHO confirmed (as it has done consistently) that 

specific night-time noise limits are appropriate for all forms of environmental noise.  It is hard 

to believe that the Department’s 2016 wind farm noise guidelines would have been allowed to 

remove the night-time requirement if doing so disadvantaged wind farm developers. 

                                                 
2 NSW Planning Guidelines Wind Farms (Draft), Department of Planning & Infrastructure, December 2011, p. 

27. 
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In addition, the NSW DPE guidelines adjust the limit for supposed changes in “background 

noise” due to increased wind speed.  That appears to be on some theory that if there is more 

background noise it will somehow reduce the annoyance or sleep disturbance of people 

exposed to the concurrently increased wind farm noise. 

 

However, NSW DPE has no independently conducted scientific empirical evidence to show 

that the extent of sleep disturbance or annoyance is reduced by background noise that may 

increase concurrently with wind turbine noise.  If empirical evidence of such an effect existed, 

it would have been taken into account by the WHO. 

 

It is important to realise that the limits set for wind farm noise are specifically for noise 

emitted by the wind farm.  They are not for total noise at the time.  Acousticians conducting 

monitoring are required to take the total noise and eliminate the background noise (based on 

prior measurements) at that wind speed to calculate the actual noise related solely to the wind 

farm.  So any increase in background noise related to wind speed is already removed in the 

calculation of wind farm noise.  Consequently, there is no justification on that ground for 

allowing noise limits to increase with wind speed. 

 

The research cited by the WHO in forming its ENG guidelines shows excessive amounts of 

annoyance when average day-evening-night noise exceeds 45dB LAeq (i.e. 43dB LA90) with 

the wind blowing. 

 

The NSW DPE has been proposing acceptable levels of wind farm noise for more than a 

decade.  It has had plenty of time to either find research which would support its currently 

unsubstantiated theories – or to propose conservative (in protecting people) guidelines 

consistent with available research.  It is not able to cite any empirical research which 

substantiates its particular theory about wind farm noise levels and wind speed at which the 

extent of harm through annoyance or sleep disturbance is “acceptable”. 

 

NSW DPE produced its latest version of noise guidelines in December 2016.  The principal 

papers upon which the WHO relied in relation to wind farm noise were published in 2014 or 

earlier.  Thus they were available to DPE when forming its guidelines but ignored by DPE. 

 

The WHO noise guidelines were published in late 2018 and the research reviews 

commissioned by the WHO in 2017 (annoyance) and 2018 (sleep).  Not only do they 

supersede the DPE wind farm noise guidelines in time, they also provide full citations of their 

sources and transparent discussion of the relevant material and how it supports the research 

review conclusions – something not done by NSW DPE or by agencies in other states from 

which NSW has imported its practices. 

 

NSW DPE claims that its noise guidelines are “conservative” in protecting members of the 

community.  But they cannot be conservative if they allow levels of noise greater than 

acceptable under the WHO guidelines, which are set at levels such that among the exposed 

population 10% (but not more) will be highly annoyed by the experience and 3% will 

experience high sleep disturbance. 

 

In relation to DPE’s proposed noise limits, the IPC needs to ask DPE: 

• What proportion of the exposed population will be highly annoyed at those limits (the 

base level and the levels adjusted for wind speed) and what proportion will suffer high 

levels of sleep disturbance? 
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• What independent empirical evidence, using populations exposed to wind farm noise, 

shows those proportions of highly annoyed and highly sleep disturbed? 

 

Unless DPE is able to provide substantiated answers to these questions, then the DPE 

recommendations for noise levels must be rejected and the WHO guidelines adopted. 

 

Those guidelines did not provide a separate night limit for wind farms but the day-evening-

night level of 45dB LAeq implies a night time, flat, limit of 35dB if measured as LAeq or 33dB 

if measured as LA90 (which is the metric proposed by DPE).  That is a fixed night time limit 

allowing no adjustment for wind speed. 

 

There are reasons for believing that even those figures are too high with respect to levels of 

sleep disturbance from wind farm noise.  However, those reasons involve theoretical 

speculation rather than relying on the empirical evidence presented by the WHO. 

 

DPE may claim its guidelines noise limits are conservative because they include imposing a 

penalty if there is tonality in the noise.  The IPC needs to ask DPE for how many NSW wind 

farms has that penalty been applied, particularly on an ongoing basis? 

 

Empirical researchers on wind farm noise report that amplitude modulation is a regular and 

inherent part of wind farm noise (it is not common with other noise sources).  Yet somehow it 

does not show up in the infrequent noise monitoring of wind farms in NSW. 

 

Since the research underlying the WHO wind farm noise guidelines is from operating wind 

farms, it has that effect (and others) built into the resultant noise-effect curves.  It may be a 

reason there is simply a flat noise limit. 

 

In addition, there are other noise factors which have been suggested as particularly harmful 

from wind farms, including infrasound and amplitude modulation of low frequency noise 

which is inaudible but may nonetheless be sensed by the body and produce adverse reactions.  

There is likely to be some degree of correlation between those other forms of noise and the A-

weighted noise level.  The correlation is no doubt less than perfect but it would make a 

contribution to the extent of human response found at particular levels of A-weighted actual 

wind farm noise. 

 

Adopting guidelines that set an A-weighted limit based on noise sources other than wind 

farms strips out the specific characteristics of actual wind farm noise, some of which are 

known, some speculated and some perhaps to be identified – and all of which contribute to the 

adverse experience of people subject to wind farm noise. 

 

The WHO guidelines are empirically based on the experience of those exposed to wind farm 

noise.  Because they are empirical, not theoretical, they capture the combination of real-world 

ways in which wind farm noise affects people.  Though expressed in terms of A-weighted 

noise, they inherently include effects from other aspects of that noise and thus invalidate 

attempts to set A-weighted guidelines not based on empirical noise-effect relationships for 

populations exposed to wind farm noise. 
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What level of harm to country people in NSW is acceptable? 

 

The WHO guidelines lead to a wind farm night noise limit of 35dB LAeq or 33dB LA90.  

However, that limit is based on accepting 3% highly sleep disturbed (and more with lesser 

degrees of sleep disturbance) as OK.  There are no valid grounds for accepting any level of 

harm from wind turbine since, unlike road, rail and aircraft noise, the presence of the noise 

source is not inherent to the locality and there are alternatives which create no noise problem. 

 

The “acceptable” levels of harm (annoyance and sleep disturbance) have been established 

with particular reference to road noise.  It is impossible to have an urban area without road 

traffic.  If there were no road traffic then people in urban areas would suffer in other ways 

(couldn’t go to work, couldn’t get food transported in, etc) and people would suffer in other 

ways than from the traffic noise.  So there is then an effort to attempt to control the road noise 

inherent in living in urban areas.  Those efforts impose economic and other costs.  Somehow 

planning authorities have decided that the other societal costs of reducing traffic noise exceed 

the cost of people being sleep disturbed when the proportion being highly sleep disturbed falls 

below 3%. 

 

Whether or not 3% highly sleep disturbed is the “right” cut off point, it is indisputable that 

urban life forces some tradeoff between the adverse effects of road noise (and also rail and 

aircraft) and other costs that would be borne by people living in those localities. 

 

That rationale does not apply for wind farm noise.  Wind farms are not inherent to country 

areas.  They did not previously exist in those areas and do not add to the functionality of life 

in those areas, indeed the contrary is true.  So there is no tradeoff between benefits and harm 

brought to those areas. 

 

Any “societal benefit” claim in support of wind farms depends on the assertion that the 

benefit to society as a whole somehow justifies the harm caused to the actual people subject to 

wind farm noise – an exposure which government does not allow for the majority of the 

people in NSW.  In other words, some people are to be sacrificial lambs for a diffuse societal 

benefit and those sacrificial lambs have the sacrifice imposed on them, it is not voluntary. 

 

The supposed societal benefit is from the use of renewable energy.  However, even if one 

accepts the use of renewable energy is an important societal benefit, the fact is there are viable 

alternative ways of producing it which do not impose harm on adjacent communities.  In 

particular, solar farms produce no material operational noise3, and are economically viable in 

NSW. 

 

Since there is a viable alternative means of producing renewable energy for the state, which 

has no material operational noise impact, and is also less intrusive in other ways such as 

visual impact, there are no grounds for accepting highly sleep disturbed rates of 3% or indeed 

any level about 0% from wind farms. 

 

Summary re Noise Levels 

 

The DPE wind farm noise guidelines are invalidated by the WHO guidelines and the research 

upon which those guidelines are based.  The WHO guidelines indicate a flat night noise limit 

                                                 
3 except from power substations, as do wind farms and other generators, however that is not the primary source 

of operational noise from wind farms. 
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of 35dB LAeq or 33dB LA90, and include no upward adjustment of acceptable noise limits 

related to wind speeds. 

 

Further, the WHO limits are based on accepting 3% of noise exposed populations suffering 

high sleep disturbance.  While there is some rationale for accepting that degree of harm in 

localities whose existence and operation depends on road, rail and aircraft transport, there is 

no comparable rationale for accepting such harm being imposed on people in NSW rural areas 

from wind farms. 

 

Consequently the appropriate wind farm noise limits would be the levels at which there is 

zero annoyance and zero sleep disturbance due to that noise.  Research has not established 

those limits.  However, from the research that has been done, it is obvious that the levels 

would be somewhere less than 30dB LAeq or 28dB LA90 at night. 

 

Conflicts of interest in compliance noise monitoring 

 

Wind farm noise prediction, as part of an EIS, is done by acoustics companies hired by the 

developer.  Wind farm compliance monitoring, post construction, is also done by acoustics 

companies hired by the wind farm.  This situation creates serious conflicts of interest for those 

acoustics companies which any reasonable person would understand does not encourage them 

to either forecast that the wind farm will have difficulty being compliant or to report after 

monitoring that it is not compliant.  The assessment process and in particular noise 

compliance monitoring should not be conducted in a way which entails such conflicts of 

interest. 

 

Every acoustics company which seeks business from wind farms either forecasting noise 

emissions or conducting compliance testing knows that if they have a record of producing 

unhelpful reports they will get no more business.  The problem is exacerbated when the one 

company produces EIS noise forecasting reports and then does subsequent noise compliance 

evaluation. 

 

At this time, there are not a large number of NSW wind farms which have got to the noise 

compliance evaluation stage.  Of those, two had the same company involved for noise 

forecasting and compliance evaluation. 

 

Marshall Day Acoustics did noise forecasting for Gullen Range wind farm in 2008 and then 

for a modification proposal in 2013-14.  The same company conducted post construction 

operational noise compliance evaluation for GRWF in 2015.  Heggies Pty Ltd did the noise 

forecast for Cullerin wind farm in 2006 and then the post construction operational noise 

compliance evaluation in 2009. 

 

In 2012, Sonus provided the noise forecast for the Crudine Ridge wind farm for the developer 

CWP.  Then in 2015 Sonus conducted the post construction operational noise compliance 

evaluation on another CWP wind farm, Boco Rock.  In 2016, Sonus produced the noise 

forecast for the Bango wind farm, another CWP project, and in 2017 produced a 

supplementary noise forecast for a modification to that wind farm.  One would reasonably 

conclude that CWP was happy with Sonus about its compliance evaluation. 

 

Under current DPE/EPA processes for noise modelling and noise compliance evaluation, 

there are multiple subjective choices by acousticians (e.g. where to place noise monitors, 

including relative to potential local noise sources; which noise data points to leave in 
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background and operational monitoring samples and which to exclude as “extraneous”; 

whether a level of tonality is “excessive”; and many more).  When there are subjective 

choices to be made, why would one ever expect them to be made contrary to the interests of 

the client paying them?  It is simply not human nature to do so. 

 

The IPC should include consent conditions for this wind farm which require that any noise 

monitoring must be by parties where there can be no financial or other conflict of interest. 

 

Wind farm noise is highly variable 

 

Wind farm noise is highly variable, over both short and longer time periods.  It is also poorly 

predictable over local geographic areas.  That invalidates the noise modelling which has been 

done and invalidates the DPE/EPA proposals for determining noise compliance. 

 

If the Commissioners care to read some of the noise compliance and noise audit reports which 

have been produced for NSW wind farms, as I have done, they will see a number of the 

acousticians remarking in those reports about the variability and seasonality of background 

noise.  The modelling for this project and DPE’s processes ignore that problem and DPE 

allows background noise records which will, as a consequence, give invalid results when used 

to compute operational noise levels during compliance monitoring. 

 

In addition, DPE has not required separate background data sets for day, evening and night.  

The IPC must require separate data sets be created for those periods so that appropriate 

background noise levels are used when extracting wind farm noise from total measured noise 

during monitoring. 

 

A corollary of the variability is that compliance monitoring must be done for a full year, in 

order to capture seasonality differences and, importantly, such that either DPE or EPA has 

complete access to the wind farm operational records during the period to ensure that turbines 

are not operated in low noise mode in a way that would subvert the purpose of the noise 

monitoring (unless those turbines are to be in low noise mode throughout the operational life). 

 

Critical Questions 

 

As this submission has explained, DPE’s recommendations are defective in terms of 

recommended noise limits, the process for ensuring noise is kept within whatever limits are 

imposed, and that the health of the community is protected. 

 

There are a number of questions which the Commissioners need to ask DPE in order to either 

refute the arguments presented in this submission or demonstrate that DPE’s 

recommendations are in fact valid and will provide a level of protection for the community 

which is at least at the level recommended by the WHO in forming its recent noise guidelines.  

 

Those questions are highlighted below. 

 

1. In relation to DPE’s proposed noise limits: 

a. What proportion of the exposed population will be highly annoyed at those 

limits (the base level and the levels adjusted for wind speed) and what 

proportion will suffer high levels of sleep disturbance? 

b. What independent empirical evidence, using populations exposed to wind farm 
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noise, shows those proportions of highly annoyed and highly sleep disturbed? 

 

2. Given that the WHO recommends explicit night time noise limits for all forms of 

environmental noise in order to protect sleep, why is DPE failing to recommend explicit 

limits for night time noise? 

 

3. DPE’s proposed noise limits involve a progressive increase where (background LA90 + 

5dB) exceeds 35dB.  Given that background noise tends to be lower at night, why has 

DPE not proposed using only night-time background noise in this formula to set night-

time noise limits? 

 

4. Under DPE’s current recommended conditions and processes, wind farm noise at a 

measuring point is calculated by measuring total noise and then applying standard noise 

equations to remove what was measured as background noise at various wind speeds pre 

construction.  Given that background noise tends to be lower at night, why has DPE not 

required that noise monitoring be done for night in a way that removes from total night-

time noise only background noise which is night-time specific? 

 

5. Given that the WHO has found noise-effect relationships for wind farm noise which 

indicate a flat LAeq limit of 35dB for night time noise, what scientific dose-effect 

relationship data has DPE which supports applying a progressive increase where 

(background LA90 + 5dB) exceeds 35dB? 

 

6. If DPE has no such noise-effect relationship data but claims other grounds for a sliding 

scale:  what empirical grounds does DPE have for asserting 35dB should be the base level 

rather than being the mid level for the range of relevant wind speeds, with the base lower 

than 35dB? 

 

7. Given that during noise monitoring, background noise is deducted from total noise in 

order to determine actual wind farm emissions, what empirical noise-effect relationship 

data does DPE have to prove that an addition of 5dB to background LA90 at various wind 

speeds is a correct way to set the limit to protect people’s sleep? 

 

8. There have been a number of audits and noise compliance reports done on NSW wind 

farms.  As part of those studies, under the SA/NSW guidelines, the acoustician is required 

to calculate wind farm noise levels using data measured for the study and calculating 

removal of background noise previously measured.  In how many of those reports (and 

which reports) has the acoustician been unable to fully follow that prescribed process and 

instead of using previously measured background noise, used some alternative 

assumptions about background noise levels applicable to particular locations where 

compliance is to be measured? 

 

9. For which wind farms that have been certified noise compliant has DPE/EPA or the wind 

farm received subsequent noise complaints by people in the locality? 

 

10. Where DPE or EPA or the wind farm company has received noise complaints from 

individuals and then those individuals have later ceased to complain, in what proportion of 

cases has DPE/EPA checked with the individuals to be sure they are no longer bothered 

by the noise as opposed to having stopped complaining because they have learned it 

makes no difference – and what were the answers? 
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11. In what instances has post construction noise compliance monitoring for a wind farm been 

done by the company (or an associated one) which was the noise consultant for the 

developer in preparing the noise assessment for the wind farm? 

 

12. In what instances has post construction noise compliance monitoring for a wind farm been 

done by a company which was the noise consultant for the same developer (or an 

associated company) in preparing the noise assessment for another wind farm? 

 

The answers to these questions, with any empirical evidence presented, would be available 

through GIPA to members of the public.  However, hopefully in the interests of transparency 

and timeliness, the IPC will publish them on its website for this project. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

There are a number of things which follow from the previous discussion.  First, the 

Commissioners should not approve the modification without obtaining from DPE answers to 

the questions suggested above, which should allow the Commissioners to better understand 

the multiple problems in what DPE has proposed in relation to noise.  The Commissioners 

will then be more properly informed to set appropriate consent conditions. 

 

If the modification is approved, the following should apply: 

1. An explicit night-time noise limit to protect sleep.  That limit should be at a level the 

Commissioners are sure will cause no harm to sleep (the developer can always go and 

build a solar farm somewhere if this is a problem).  That would mean a night-time 

limit somewhere below 35dB LAeq.  If the Commissioners are not willing to set a limit 

which protects all the population, then they should set a night-time limit of 35dB LAeq 

consistent with the WHO ENG and research. 

2. The noise limit should be flat, with no escalation related to wind speed (since the limit 

is wind farm noise after removal of background noise). 

3. Compliance monitoring must test against night-time limits and against day-evening 

limits. 

4. Background noise measurement MUST distinguish night from day and evening, and 

night background MUST be used in operational noise monitoring which tests for 

night-time compliance as well as den. 

5. If DPE claims there is some basis for escalation with wind speed (so not a flat value), 

then the WHO figure becomes an average over the range of operational wind speeds 

and not a base.  As a consequence, the starting limit must be lower than 35dB if an 

escalating limit is imposed. 

6. The process of determining background noise needs to be over a full year in order to 

get proper seasonality. 

7. Noise compliance monitoring needs to be over a full year in order to get full 

seasonality. 

8. Consent conditions in relation to compliance monitoring need to be such as to prohibit 

any conflict of interest on the part of those doing the monitoring. 

9. Continuous real time noise monitoring should be provided for all properties for which 

modelling suggests noise levels may approach the set limits (e.g. within 3dB of the 
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limit, to allow for under-forecasts in modelling).  The monitoring should be with 

directional noise monitoring equipment, suitably sited, to filter out background while 

capturing the wind farm noise.  The equipment should be at the expense of the wind 

farm developer and DPE/EPA required to arrange whatever work is necessary to 

establish proper calibration of that equipment so it is correctly filtering out 

background noise (and no more).  That work should be arranged by DPE/EPA 

independently of the developer but at the developer’s expense as should be the 

monitoring and reporting of the noise from those locations. 
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In late 2018, the World Health Organization (WHO) published new noise guidelines covering 

noise from road traffic, rail, aircraft and wind turbines.  The guidelines were based on 

available research for each of those noise sources.  The WHO findings are summarised below, 

followed by discussion of how the guidelines were developed and some implications. 

 

Summary 

 

The WHO has stated that excessive noise from road traffic, rail, aircraft and wind turbines all 

cause harm to health. 

 

The WHO has proposed restrictions on levels of noise from each of those sources to limit the 

extent of harm caused. 

 

The WHO acknowledges that its proposed guideline restrictions will not prevent all harm 

from those sources, and that harm occurs at noise levels below those in its proposed 

guidelines. 

 

The evidence upon which the WHO relied in setting its guidelines are noise-effect curves for 

each of the noise sources. 

 

The guidelines limits are based on noise-effect curves for annoyance and sleep disturbance. 

 

WHO has identified very substantial disease burden arising from environmental noise in 

Europe, with the majority of that impact through annoyance and sleep disturbance. 1 

 

The guidelines limits proposed for aircraft and wind turbine noise are substantially lower than 

those proposed for road and rail, because the research data shows greater harm from aircraft 

and wind turbine noise at any particular noise level. 

 

The WHO guidelines include explicit limits both for noise over 24 hours and at night, with 

the latter being based on noise-effect curves for sleep disturbance. 

 

The WHO did not propose any night-time noise limit for wind turbines because, unlike the 

other sources, there was no adequate quality research available to provide noise-effect curves 

for sleep disturbance specifically with wind turbine noise. 

 

Under the WHO guidelines, the recommended night-time noise limit is about 10dB lower 

than the recommended 24 hour limit.  That is because the noise level at which WHO deems 

the extent of harm “acceptable” is about 10dB lower for sleep disturbance than for annoyance. 

 

In addition, the WHO’s day-evening-night limits, based on annoyance, include a 10dB 

penalty for night time noise, i.e. if 45dB occurs in the day, only 40dB is allowable in the 

evening and 35dB at night. 

 

Consequently, a reasonable precautionary principle for wind turbine noise is that the limit of 

night-time noise should be at least 10dB below the 24 hour guideline limit proposed due to 

annoyance impact. 

 

                                                 
1 Environmental Noise Guidelines for the European Region, World Health Organization, 2018. (ENG), p. 2. 
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The guidelines do not include any variation of proposed limits related to wind strength and 

wind generated noise.  This is the case for wind turbines as well as for road, rail and aircraft 

noise.  The relevant research supports single limits on noise levels from each noise source, 

without any adjustment for concurrent wind speeds. 

 

The WHO research summary and guideline limits are substantiated in terms of annoyance and 

sleep disturbance impacts.  Regulatory guidelines for wind turbine noise (or other sources) 

which purport to scale noise limits based on wind speed are not scientifically substantiated in 

terms of annoyance and sleep disturbance impacts, and thus invalid. 

 

Guidelines Development 

 

In order to make valid use of the recently published WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines 

(ENG)2 it is essential to understand precisely what the guidelines mean and how they have 

been developed. 

 

The ENG start from the evidence-based proposition that, at certain levels, environmental 

noise causes harm to people and that this is true for noise from traffic, rail, aircraft and wind 

turbines – and it is incumbent on a society to reduce that harm.  The ENG states: 

“Noise is also a nonspecific stressor that has been shown to have an adverse effect 

of human health, especially following long-term exposure.  These effects are the 

result of psychological and physiological distress, as well as a disturbance of the 

organism’s homeostasis and increasing allostatic load.”3 

 

The ENG propose particular limits (levels of noise), from the various sources, which should 

not be exceeded.  Importantly, some degree of harm will occur BELOW those limits.  The 

ENG limits are meant to set an “acceptable” level of harm from noise, when balanced against 

the presumed social costs of reducing noise below those limits. 

 

The ENG limits are based on noise-effect relationships for two outcomes, both of which are 

harmful to health: annoyance and sleep disturbance.  This is true for the limits for all 

environmental noise considered (traffic, rail, aircraft and wind turbine).  The ENG notes: 

“The report, based on a limited set of data, estimated that DALYs [disability-

adjusted-life-years] lost from environmental noise in western European countries 

are equivalent to 61,000 years for ischaemic heart disease (IHD), 45,000 years for 

cognitive impairment in children, 903,000 years for sleep disturbance, 22,000 

years for tinnitus and 654,000 years for annoyance (WHO Regional Office for 

Europe & JRC, 2011).  These results indicate that at least one million healthy 

years of life are lost every year from traffic-related environmental noise in 

western Europe.  Sleep disturbance and annoyance, mostly related to road traffic 

noise, constitute the bulk of this burden.” 4 

 

WHO also considered other health impacts (cardiovascular disease, cognitive impairment, 

hearing impairment and tinnitus, adverse birth outcomes, metabolic outcomes, and quality of 

life, well-being and mental health).  It found research showing effects from environmental 

noise on some of those other health outcomes but typically research of the necessary quality 

was either absent or the effects it established were at higher noise levels than were found to 

                                                 
2 Environmental Noise Guidelines for the European Region, World Health Organization, 2018. (ENG) 
3 ENG, p. 1. 
4 ENG, p. 2. 
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create significant annoyance and disturb sleep.  Consequently, the limits proposed for all 

noise sources are based on empirical relationships between noise levels and annoyance and 

sleep disturbance. 

 

The ENG use two measures of noise.  One (Lden)5 is the average noise level over 24 hours 

(day, evening and night, with penalties for evening and night noise).  The other (Lnight) is the 

average noise level at night.  Limits are proposed for both Lden and Lnight.  The Lnight limits are 

based on the research showing sleep disturbance due to night-time noise.  The Lden limits are 

based on the research showing the relationship between annoyance and noise levels taken 

over 24 hours. 

 

The limits proposed for each noise source (traffic, rail, aircraft and wind turbines) are based 

solely on research involving noise from that particular source.  The guidelines do not include 

crossover proposals, i.e. applying noise-effect results from one source to recommend limits 

for another source.  Consequently, where WHO found an absence of appropriate quality 

research for a noise source, no guideline was proposed for that source. 

 

In particular, no night-time guideline was proposed for wind turbine noise, because there was 

no accepted quality research showing the relationship between WTN and sleep disturbance.  

WHO has not claimed there is no such relationship or that there should not be night-time 

limits for WTN – simply that there is no available quality research using the common form of 

analysis upon which WHO relied for all noise sources evaluated. 

 

For the three noise sources for which the ENG provides both Lden and Lnight limits, the night-

time limits are in all cases lower than the 24 hour average limits [differences: road traffic, 

8dB; rail, 10dB; aircraft, 5dB6], thus indicating that in general environmental noise limits 

should be lower at night than what is acceptable during the day/evening.  The obvious 

corollary is that night-time limits for WTN should be lower than are acceptable during the day 

(even though there was no directly relevant research WHO could use to propose a specific 

limit). 

 

 

The “Cost-Benefit” Component of the ENG 

 

The noise limits proposed in the ENG are not the lowest level at which harm occurs.  They are 

what the WHO authors decided is an “acceptable” level of harm from that source, given the 

costs of reducing noise levels below those limits.  Thus, the ENG tells us: 

“The WHO guideline values are public health-oriented recommendations, based 

on scientific evidence on health effects and on an assessment of achievable noise 

levels. (emphasis added)” 7 

“the process of moving from evidence to recommendations involves several other 

considerations.  These include values and preferences, balance of benefits and 

                                                 
5 Lden : Day-evening-night equivalent level, A-weighted, Leq eqivalent sound level, measured over the 24 hour 

period, with a 10 dB penalty added to the levels between 23.00 and 07.00 hours and a 5 dB penalty added to the 

levels between 19.00 and 23.00 hours to reflect people's extra sensitivity to noise during the night and the 

evening. 
6 As discussed later, the 5dB figure is misleading.  WHO acknowledged in its guidelines report that the relatively 

smaller difference for aircraft noise is due not to a smaller effect on people but to their expectation of a severe 

consequence for the aviation industry if the guideline is set to the lower level that research indicates is 

appropriate. 
7 ENG, p. 29. 
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harms, consideration of the priority of the problem, resource implications, 

equality and human rights aspects, acceptability and feasibility (WHO, 2014c).” 8 

“the current guidelines formulate recommendations more strictly based on  the 

available evidence and following the guiding principle to identify exposure values 

based on a relevant risk increase of adverse health effects.  Thus, the 

recommended guideline values might not lead to full protection of the population, 

including all vulnerable groups.” 9 

 

The ENG authors presented a table of “acceptable” level of harm from environmental noise, 

showing harm in various forms (e.g. IHD or annoyance) which they considered acceptable.  

The table 10 is shown below. 

  
So, for example, the ENG Table 5 says that an increase of relative risk of up to 5% in the 

incidence of IHD is “acceptable”, but more than that should not be.  Likewise, having up to 

10% of the exposed population highly annoyed (%HA) from the noise source, or up to 3% 

experiencing high sleep disturbance (%HSD), is “acceptable”, but not more than that. 

 

The ENG report notes that, in relation to sleep disturbance, the GDG (Guideline Development 

Group) “agreed that the absolute risk associated with the guideline value selected should not 

exceed 3%HSD to be health protective.” 11 

 

However, the ENG does not adhere strictly to those levels of harm.  In particular, in relation 

to aircraft noise it proposes an Lnight limit of 40dB, despite the underlying research showing 

that 11% of people suffer high sleep disturbance when exposed to aircraft noise at that level.  

This is almost 4 times the proportion of HSD which the ENG had suggested “acceptable” in 

its Table 5. 

 

The ENG authors acknowledged that to be the case but rationalised it on the grounds that: 

“lower levels would probably require a ban on night or early morning flights 

altogether, which is not feasible in many situations, given that the general 

population tends to value the convenience of air travel.” 12 

 

The tradeoff between night and early morning flights and a much greater proportion of the 

population suffering sleep disturbance is surely one for individual political jurisdictions to 

                                                 
8 ENG, p. 29. 
9 ENG, p. 28. 
10 ENG, p. 21, Table 5. 
11 ENG, p. 23. 
12 ENG, pp. 75-76. 
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make, rather than the WHO authors to propose globally13.  Note that if 11% of an exposed 

population suffer high sleep disturbance from a particular level and type of environmental 

noise, then inevitably the source will cause some degree (less than high) of sleep disturbance 

to a significantly larger proportion of the exposed population. 

 

This instance emphasises that the noise limits proposed in the ENG are not limits which avoid 

all harm from environmental noise but limits which the authors deem practical and the harm 

“acceptable”.  In reaching that determination, the authors did not draw on any systematic data 

as to the actual cost, either in particular locations or generally, of reducing noise levels below 

the proposed limits.  They stated: 

“With resource use and implementation considerations, the GDG recognized that 

no comprehensive cost-benefit analysis for the WHO European Region yet exists, 

so this assessment is based on informed expert judgement regarding the feasibility 

of implementing the recommendation for the majority of the population.” 14 

 

So a very “purist” approach was taken in selecting and evaluating research to determine 

exposure-response functions showing health outcomes of environmental noise but a supposed 

“informed expert judgement” approach was taken to then setting the level of harm which 

would be “acceptable” given the presumed costs of reducing noise below the proposed limits. 

 

One might reasonably question the adequacy of that “informed expert judgement” on at least 

two grounds.  First, the noise limits are proposed across Europe and the report does suggest 

they can be applied globally.  It is simply not credible that the per capita cost (or other 

relevant metric) of reducing environmental noise levels a certain quantum below the limits 

would be the same for every town and city across Europe, let alone around the world. 

 

Second, the participants in the groups which produced the ENG are almost entirely scientists, 

acousticians and health professionals.  That is appropriate for evaluation of the research.  But 

there seem to be few, if any, construction engineers, builders, economists, etc which would be 

more pertinent to determining costs of approaches to reduce noise below the proposed limits. 

 

 

Wind Turbine Noise (WTN) and Implications 

 

The WHO ENG validated wind turbine noise as a major health threat. 

 

The WHO examined five sources of noise: road, rail, aircraft, wind turbine and leisure.  It did 

not, for instance, consider environmental noise from industry15, or from forms of power 

generation other than wind turbines.  Thus WHO recognised that externally imposed 

environmental noise from wind turbines is of materially greater health significance than from 

any sources except road, rail and aircraft. 

 

                                                 
13 It should be noted that the ENG group was advised by “selected” stakeholders.  Of the 17 stakeholders listed 

in the ENG report (Table A1.5, p. 146), nine are representatives of the aircraft industry and none are 

representatives of people affected by environmental noise, including aircraft noise.  This imbalance is further 

demonstrated when the stakeholders included only two linked to the rail industry and one lined to traffic.  So the 

ENG solicitude for the impact on the aircraft industry was “baked in the cake” with the stacking of the 

“Stakeholder Group”. 
14 ENG, p. 46. 
15 i.e. noise from industrial operations impacting on people living near those operations, as opposed to the noise 

experienced by people working in the operations, the latter not being classified as “environmental” noise. 
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The WHO ENG identifies wind turbine noise to be as annoying as aircraft noise and more 

annoying than traffic or rail noise at the same loudness.  Consequently, the 24hr guidelines 

limit for wind turbine noise is the same as for aircraft noise and much lower than for rail or 

traffic noise.  The table below shows the ENG recommended limits for the various 

environmental noise sources. 

 

 Road Rail Air WTN 

Lden 53 54 45 45 

Lnight 45 44 40  

 

The ENG Lden limits are based on the level of annoyance (restricting highly annoyed 

proportion to 10% of exposed people).  The Lnight limits are based on restricting the proportion 

of exposed people who suffer consequent high sleep disturbance to 3%.  In fact, as earlier 

noted, the Lnight limit for aircraft noise produces high sleep disturbance for 11.3% of people.  

This high level of harm has been recommended in order to accommodate the aviation industry 

at the expense of exposed populations. 

 

As the table above shows, the recommended 24hr noise limit for WTN (45 dBA) is 

substantially below that for road traffic (53) and rail (54). 

 

Lden is defined to impose a 5dBA penalty for noise in the evening (1900-2300) and a 10dBA 

penalty for noise at night (2300-0700).  Thus, if noise was constant throughout each of day, 

evening and night periods but at a level that was equivalent between them with the penalty 

included, a Lden of 45 would involve actual dBA levels of 45, 40 and 35 during the day, 

evening and night periods respectively. 

 

As an illustration, the table below shows Lden values for various combinations of day, 

evening and night noise. 

 

Lday Levening Lnight Lden 

50 50 50 56.4 

50 45 40 50 

45 45 45 51.4 

45 40 35 45 

40 40 40 46.4 

38.6 38.6 38.6 45 

40 35 30 40 

35 35 35 41.4 

35 30 25 35 

30 30 30 36.4 

 

 

The ENG does not propose an Lnight limit for WTN because it was judged that there were no 

research studies available at the time using quantified night-time WTN and sleep disturbance 

and of sufficiently quality to rely upon.  Nonetheless, some reasonable (and certainly 

precautionary) inferences can be derived from the data for WTN and from the other 

environmental noise sources. 

 

It can be seen that the Lnight limits for road traffic and rail are respectively 8dBA and 10dBA 

less than the corresponding Lden limits.  That makes them about the same as the Lden limit less 

the 10dBA penalty applied at night in calculating Lden limits. 
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The difference appears to be smaller for aircraft noise (5dBA).  However, that is because the 

ENG accepted a large degree of harm from aircraft night time noise for the purpose of 

allowing aircraft to fly at night.  While the ENG originally argued that having more than 3% 

of exposed people highly sleep disturbed should not be allowed, it moved the goal posts for 

aircraft noise to propose a limit at which 11.3% are highly sleep disturbed. 

 

Had the ENG retained a 3% maximum for the population proportion with high sleep 

disturbance, then the corresponding aircraft Lnight limit would be substantially less than 40dB.  

It is possible to get a reasonable sense of what the difference would be from the dataset for 

aircraft noise and sleep disturbance.  The table below shows the %HSD (highly sleep 

disturbed) for road traffic, rail and aircraft noise for various Lnight levels. 

 

 %HSD (% of people 

highly sleep disturbed) 

Lnight Road Rail Air 

65 12.0 26.3 39.9 

60 8.5 16.9 32.3 

55 6.0 10.4 25.5 

50 4.2 6.3 19.7 

45 2.9 3.7 15.0 

40 2.0 2.1 11.3 

35   8.5 

30   6.4 
Source. Mathias Basner and Sarah McGuire, “WHO Environmental Noise 

Guidelines for the European Region: A Systematic Review on Environmental Noise 

and Effects on Sleep”, International Journal of Environmental Research and Public 

Health, 2018, 15, 519, Supplemental Material, Table S15. 

 

In the table above, the %HSD values for Lnight in the range 40 – 65 dB are taken from Table 

S15 in the research report produced as scientific background on sleep disturbance for the 

ENG.  The %HSD values for Lnight of 35 and 30 dB aircraft noise are extrapolated from the 

reported values for the 40 – 65 Lnight range.  The research summary says the underlying 

equation is defined for the 40 – 65 Lnight range.  So it cannot be assumed to apply exactly to 

lower noise levels.  However, it is also not credible that the function would change completely 

at lower levels (e.g. a step function drop to zero %HSD once Lnight falls below 40dB). 

 

As the above table shows, extrapolation to Lnight of 30dB gives %HSD of 6.4%.  Even if the 

disturbance function falls twice as fast below 40dB as above it, that would still mean a %HSD 

of 3.2% at Lnight of 30dB, which is slightly higher than the 3.0%HSD which the ENG authors 

said should be used as a harm threshold for sleep disturbance, and which was used by those 

authors to propose 45dB and 44dB Lnight limits for road and rail noise respectively. 

 

Thus, there is a well founded expectation that the %HSD with Lnight of 30dB from aircraft 

noise would exceed the threshold of 3.0% and an even stronger expectation that %HSD would 

exceed that threshold with Lnight of 35dB. 

 

Harm Threshold Metric Road Rail Air WTN 

%HA = 10% Lden 53 54 45 45 

%HSD = 3% Lnight 45 44  30 – 35 

or less 
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Lden Lnight difference  8 10 10+  

 

The WHO guidelines set 24hr and night-time noise level limits with no reference to 

concurrent wind speeds.  This is the case for road, rail, aircraft and wind turbine noise.  Based 

on all the relevant research available, WHO states that 10% of a population exposed to WTN 

at 45dB Lden will suffer high annoyance – irrespective of wind speeds in the locality. 

 

This is contrary to the approach used by Australian planning authorities which effectively 

increase the allowable wind farm noise level as wind speed increases.  The reason WHO did 

not include any beneficial (to operators) increase related to wind speed is that WHO based its 

guidelines on the available research showing noise-response relationships and that research 

does not include variations in response related to changes in local noise levels related to wind 

speed. 

 

Increased local noise levels related to wind speed may or may not alter the impact on people 

from human generated environmental noise (road, rail, air, wind turbines).  However, there is 

no quality data to show that there is a masking effect in terms of population response.  Thus 

WTN noise guidelines which incorporate a wind speed adjustment are scientifically 

unsubstantiated. 

 

In contrast the WHO has found substantiation that if WTN exceeds an Lden of 45dB, then 10% 

or more of the exposed population will suffer high annoyance, with the proportion increasing 

as the noise level rises.  In fact, the authors of the scientific review underlying the WHO 

guidelines state: 

“It is evident that the level of wind turbine sounds is systematically related to 

noise annoyance, even at levels below 40 dB Lden.” 16  

 

The WHO noise guidelines use dBA values calculated as an equivalent continuous sound 

level (referred to as LAeq) for the relevant periods (i.e. night or den).  Government wind farm 

noise guidelines in Australia (and many other jurisdictions) set limits related to LA90, which is 

noise level exceeded for 90% of the measurement period (where the measurement period is 

typically 10 minutes).  These two measures are not the same and so an adjustment is needed 

to translate the LAeq figures from the WHO research and noise guidelines into the equivalent 

LA90 figure. 

 

For technical reasons there is not a precise equation for converting between these two metrics 

(LA90 and LAeq).  However, observations have shown that when the two metrics are applied 

to the same environmental noise situation, the LAeq tends to be about 2dB higher than the 

LA90 measurement 17.  Consequently, if research shows a particular level of harm (e.g. %HA 

or %HSD) at a certain LAeq, then that level of harm will occur at 2dB lower when measured 

as LA90, and the WHO guidelines limits would be 2dB lower if stated in terms of LA90.         

 

The ENG also noted that: 

 

                                                 
16   Rainer Guski, Dirk Schreckenberg and Rudolf Schuemer, “WHO Environmental Noise Guidelines for the 

European Region: A Systematic Review on Environmental Noise and Annoyance”, Int. J. Environ. Res. 

Public Health 2017, 14, 1539, pp. 34-35. 
17 For example, see “In Japan, it is known that the following relation holds between LAeq, which properly 

excludes non-relevant noise, and LA90: LAeq ≒	LA90+2 dB” [Shimada, A., Nameki, M., “Evaluation of Wind 

Turbine Noise in Japan”, ICBEN, 2017, p. 4]; and “LAeq has been found to be around 2dB higher than the L90.” 

Dr Ursula Walsh, Submission 344 to Senate Select Committee on Wind Turbines, 2015, p. 8. 
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“Several of these sources can also produce low-frequency noise, and as such, 

require indoor measurement for proper exposure assessment.” 18 

       

Noise Source Differences and Consequences 

 

The guidelines propose different noise level limits for the various sources because sources 

differ in the nature of the noise they emit and the consequence of those differences.  Thus the 

proportion of the population highly annoyed or sleep disturbed at a given noise level differs 

between the sources.  The ENG says: 

“Different noise sources – for example, road traffic noise and railway noise – can 

be characterized by different spectra, different noise level rise times of noise 

events, different temporal distributions of noise events and different frequency 

distributions of maximum levels.  Because of the extensive differences in the 

characteristics of individual noise sources, these guidelines only consider source-

specific exposure-response functions (ERFs) and, therefore, formulate only 

source-specific recommendations.” 19 

 

The research and guidelines noise levels are an average over a period (Lnight or Lden).  Within 

that period there are fluctuations in the noise level, sometimes louder and sometimes quieter 

than the average.  People exposed to aircraft noise are certainly not subject to a constant level, 

since flights are spaced.  So there are occasions of very loud noise interspersed with normal 

noise levels.  People wake to the heightened noise and don’t instantly return to sleep when the 

noise event passes.  Consequently low Lnight from aircraft can create much more sleep 

disturbance than is found at a similar level with road traffic and rail noise. 

 

Wind turbine noise also has great variability.  The Australian National Health and Medical 

Research Commission wrote: 

“Wind farm noise is complex and highly variable in character (e.g. tonality, 

frequency content and impulsivity). These characteristics and the duration of 

exposure influence the way in which wind farm noise is perceived.” 20 

 

One of the studies used by the WHO for wind turbine noise impact, noted: 

“Furthermore, Yokoyama et al investigated the noisiness of amplitude-modulated 

sounds with frequency components typical of those of WTN, which simulated the 

swishing patterns and indicated that the amplitude modulated sounds were noisier 

than the steady-state sound. Therefore, it is easily understood that WTN with 

swishing characteristics in a quiet environment is more annoying than the other 

environmental noises that exist in rather noisy environments.” 21  (p. 514) 

 

Based on measurement at 34 wind turbine sites, the Japanese study concluded that: 

“Amplitude modulation generated by the rotation of the blades of wind turbine is 

inevitable in WTN” 22 

and 

                                                 
18 ENG, p. 8. 
19 ENG, p. 10. 
20 Information Paper: Evidence on Wind Farms and Human Health, NHMRC, February 2015, p. 15. 
21 Kuwano, S.; Yano, T.; Kageyama, T.; Sueoka, S.; Tachibana, H. “Social survey on wind turbine noise in 

Japan”, Noise Control Eng. J. 2014, 62, p. 514. 
22 Tachibana, H. “Outcome of systematic research on wind turbine noise in Japan”, Inter-noise 2014, p. 9. 
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“It is known that the sensation of fluctuation begins at an AM depth of 

approximately 2 dB” 23 

 

 

Dr Michael Crawford 

                                                 
23 Tachibana, H. “Outcome of systematic research on wind turbine noise in Japan”, Inter-noise 2014, p. 6. 
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